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**Govt. to Review Controversial NDS-ISI MoU**

KARUL - Afghanistan’s National Directorate of Security (NDS) on Saturday said the recent memorandum of understanding (MoU) signed between Afghanistan and Pakistan’s intelligence service (ISI) is not practical and that it will even be reviewed by a panel of experts who will report directly to the president. This comes after a major public outcry erupted last week following the signing of the accord. In a statement issued by the NDS, the agency said that in order to make the accord practical and legitimate it will review the agreement one by one.

The process includes the following steps:

- **Determine the framework**, scope and authority of the agreement by Afghanistan’s President Ashraf Ghani.
- **Refine the draft text agreement** by experts from various government agencies - including the NDS, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Chief Executive Office and the Office of the National Security Council. This team will report directly to the president.
- **Discussions will be held on the draft agreement** at a meeting of the National Security Council.
- **A consensus meeting will be held** to create a national consensus with political leaders, tribal leaders and MPs.
- **Delegating of the agreement text** to Pakistan is underway.
- In the statement, the NDS said it is committed to putting the best interests of the country first in terms of considering such moves with foreign agencies. According to sources, it is reported that a six-month deadline attached to this MoU, in terms of bringing changes. Sunday’s statement comes after the controversial MoU was signed about 10 days ago between the NDS and ISI committing them to “intelligence sharing” and... [More on Page 40]

**Constitution**

The Administration of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan will be based on central and local administrative units in accordance with the law. Article 136

**Indian Envoy**

Indian Consortium Not Scrapped Hajipak Project

KARUL - Indian ambassador to Afghanistan Arun Srivastava on Tuesday reported that the Indian consortium scrapped Hajipak project. Hajipak iron ore mine project was scrapped. He told Pajhwok Afghan News that印度的媒体已经报道的印度大使团的联合项目已经取消... [More on Page 40]

**Pakistan in State of Undeclared War with Afghanistan: Ghani**

KARUL - President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani on Thursday introduced Mohamad Sarwar as acting defense minister, said Pakistan was in a state of “undeclared war” with Afghanistan and the neighboring state was violating its international and national laws. However at the recent International Conference Group on Afghanistan [More on Page 40]

KARUL - The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan has reaffirmed its position with the United States, the European Union and the United Nations on its... [More on Page 40]

KARUL - The American envoy to Afghanistan noted Pajhwok Afghan News, “It was not correct...” [More on Page 40]

**Pakistan to Host Regional Meeting on Afghan Refugees**

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan will host a senior officials meeting of the “Heart of Asia Peninsula...” [More on Page 40]
Urgunz PFC Finally Elects Admin Board

TARINKOT - The provincial council of normal Urgunz province on Sunday finally voted to elect an admin board about seven months after the elected board was inaugurated.

According to the members of the nine-member council the election that took place under the governor's house.

Acting provincial governor Amrullah Taimani thanked the provincial council members for holding the election and meeting the required threshold.

"I urge the people of Urgunz to be active in the administration of the council and to participate in all the decisions that will be made," he said.

Political Awareness Must Begin Right Away: EWA

JALALabad - The Election Watch Organization of Afghanistan (EWA) has launched its voter awareness campaign in east of Afghanistan in Jalalabad, stressing the need for starting the drive nationwide within the coming presidential election.

Ismail, who addressed the opening ceremony, said: "Many elections have been held in our country in the past, but no political parties have been doing something against the".

KABUL - Experts say the existence of a political opposition is necessary for the development and a political system without a political opposition is a monopoly system.

"The opposition is a party of a group of parties and it is a very important element of the democratic process," said a member of the Commission for Political Affairs.

They put pressure on the government to implement the political rights of all people in the country.

Unemployment Pushes Youth into Drug Trade

KHOST CITY - The Khosti administration's director of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs has called for the government to address the unemployment issue.

The young government said that the employment rates are the lowest in the country and that the situation is not improving.

Constructivists, chief of labor and social affairs, said that the Pajhwok has been working in promoting democracy in the production of the younger generation.

Most of the attacks took place in Helmand and Landi Kotal and dozens of government officials were killed during those attacks, according to the Afghan Independent Local police.

The attacks in Marjah and Nishin were carried out by the police and members of the special forces that arrived in the district.

According to police officials, the "Pakistanis and Afghanis" were working in the area and were the ones who carried out the attack.

And it said that acting on a tip, security forces were deployed and were carrying out searches in the area.

The police said that they have arrested a number of people in the area.
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Economic Challenges and Afghanistan

By Dilawar Sherzai

The role of economy is of immense importance for a nation. Economy is for a country as a circulatory system is for a body. As in the absence of circulatory system, a body cannot survive; similarly, in the absence of the economy, the body, similarly, without economy, currency and other rudimentary necessities of life will not be able to survive the parts of country. Mostly, the other systems in the country, like social and political systems are greatly supported for the economic system. Certain experts believe that the nature and features of other systems are determined by the economic system. Consequently, it is impossible to talk about the maximum nation's strong economy so as to have currency and reliability. The economic development is seen everywhere. Business or trade forms one of the most important ones. If within a system there are steady investments and different businesses take roots, the nation will be on a strong economic base. The variety of different sectors is an indication of the nature of human society. Human beings have required businesses so as to have their living facilities supplied. During the course of human history, human beings have taken different forms and features and presently have reached its highest level. The underdeveloped and developing countries of the world that require the maximum variety of businesses so as to have their living facilities supplied. The right attitude in every nation has to ensure that the businesses have every opportunity to flourish.

There are certain requirements for businesses and investments to advance. Amidst their viability and stability play the most compelling roles. If different systems within a country are ideally and them not mixed for every one, the general is said to be prepared for the investors and businesses to take the plunge and launch their businesses. Businesses owning matured that they can now be taken over by other investors, and without such investors, they do not have any attraction for the markets. The investors in the real sense are those in the international market. Afghanistan is one of the same type of country where insecurity has been the most complicated problem. The investors in the country are not willing to go without the assurance of security. This will always be an issue of concern to the investors, which makes the importance of nation's security and stability. The outsiders and investors must also keep the national interests in their deliberation and must make sure that investors' and country's interests are not disturbed. Themwis, the investors must not be allowed to be dispersed in different parts of the country. The investors must be given necessary economic, administrative, and political support from the government, so they can become efficient. The investors and investors must also deal with the circumstances in a way that their interest is not disturbed. The government must have the best interests of the investors and the support for Afghanistan in their consideration.

Dilawar Sherzai is the permanent writer of The Daily Outlook Afghaniatan. He can be reached at email:sps99@gmail.com.

Ordu: A Hidden Paradise in Turkey!

By Mualim Raisid Shah

In the last years, we increased an unobstructed increase in the wealth of the Ordu city, which is a great example of the wealth of the country for buying property or property. Some of them bought properties in Ordu and other European countries but later, Turkey became a destination for investment. Due to this, thousands of Afghanis who are living in Turkey or have obtained the long-term status many of them have invested in the real estate in the Ordu city. A large number of Afghanis who are living in the Ordu city, the city is a destination for investment due to its economic, political, and social position. The city is rapidly becoming a destination for investment due to its economic, political, and social position. The city is rapidly becoming a destination for investment due to its economic, political, and social position.

Turkey is a very popular destination for Afghanis in West Asia due to its economic, political, and social position. The city is rapidly becoming a destination for investment due to its economic, political, and social position. The city is rapidly becoming a destination for investment due to its economic, political, and social position.
complimentary and contributed to intelligence operations. 

A conflict, which has the potential to lead to the wider involvement by the US military, has been triggered by the presence of a large number of Afghan refugees in southern Iraq. The Afghan government has been seeking the US military to assist in disrupting any potential attacks from the refugees. The US military has been monitoring the situation and has taken steps to ensure the safety of the refugees. The situation is ongoing and efforts are being made to resolve the conflict.

The Afghan government has been working with the US military to ensure the safety of the refugees. The government has also been seeking the assistance of the international community to help resolve the conflict. The situation is ongoing and efforts are being made to resolve the conflict.
Iraqi’s ‘Will to Fight’ At Issue after IS Takeover Ramadi: US

WASHINGTON. The Islamic State group has declared victory over the Iraqi city of Ramadi, where US and allied forces have not the ‘will to fight’ against the group, anクー defense secretary says, the hardline Sunni powerbase that had helped to fuel the Islamic State’s rise in Iraq and Syria is starting to unravel.

Iraqi forces outnumber the US-led coalition in the capital of Baghdad province but failed to fight back against the taking of Ramadi from the city in central in the survivors that ran away from the city. The US-led coalition has not yet confirmed the number of Iraqis killed or wounded in the fighting.

The Iraqi forces that were in Ramadi did not show any will to fight, the US defense secretary said Saturday. The US has been providing the Iraqi forces with arms and military training, but the Iraqi forces have not the ‘will to fight’ against the Islamic State group, he said.

The US defense secretary said that the Iraqi forces have not the ‘will to fight’ against the Islamic State group, which has seized control of Ramadi in central Iraq. The US defense secretary said that the Iraqi forces have not the ‘will to fight’ against the Islamic State group, which has seized control of Ramadi in central Iraq.
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The US defense secretary said that the Iraqi forces have not the ‘will to fight’ against the Islamic State group, which has seized control of Ramadi in central Iraq.

The US defense secretary said that the Iraq...
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation & Development (MRRD)
National Solidarity Program (NSP)
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST (RfEoI)

For National Individual Consultant Program & Project Support Advisor to the H.E. Minister

[Reference # MRRD/NSP [HEC/136]]

IV. Qualification Requirements

Academic Qualifications and Work Experience Required: Master's degree in Public Administration, Development, Economics, and any other relevant field with 4 years of relevant experience and Bachelor's degree in the aforementioned fields with 8 years of relevant experience.

Other Skills Required:
- Working knowledge of the Afghan financial management and procurement laws, policies and regulations.
- Working knowledge of the financial management and procurement regulations of the international donor community (Afghanistan, especially that of the World Bank).
- Complete Task is available in above Websites.

Time Schedule:
- Duration: The assignment is expected to start in mid July 2015 and is for a period of 12 continuous months, with possibility of extension for an additional six months on mutual agreement by both parties and at the same contractual terms.
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